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APPROXIMATE STRESS ANALYSIS OF MULTISTRI.NGER BEAMS WITH SHEAR
DEFORMATION OF THE FLANGES

By PAUL KUHN

SUMMARY

T7te problem ofskin-ehinger combinaiion8 used as
axially loaded panels or aa cocergfor box bemn8 is con-
sidered from the point of riew of the practical stre8s
analyst. By a simple substitution the problem is reduced
to the problem of the tingle-stringer structure, which
has been treated in N. A. C. il. Report ATO.608. The
method of making this 8ubstWion is e88entially 6mpiri-
cal; in order to justify it, compar&ons are 8hown between
calculations and strain-gage tests of three beam8 tested
by the author and of one oomprestion panel cnd three
beam8 tested and reported elsewhere.

INTRODUCTION

A combination of a plate and stringers is frequently
used as a structural element. Figure 1 (a) shows such
a combination used as a tension member; figure 1 (b)
shows one used as the tension side of a beam. The
stress distribution in structures of this type is materi-
ally influenced by the shear deformation of the plate.
In aeronautical structures, where the plate often con-
sists of a thin sheet that may be allowed to buckle
into a diagonal-tension field, it becomes necessary to
consider the effect of this shear deformation more
carefully than is customary in other types of structure.

Reference 1 discusses in detail the fundamental prin-
ciples and the simplifying assumptions th~t permit a
mathematical approach to the solution of the problem.
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It is shown that numerical solutions can be obtained if
there is only a single central stringer (fig. 2). A
thorough familiarity with the method of analyzing
single-stringer structures aa given therein is prmup-
posed. For muhistringer structures the mathematics
becomes so complex that there is very slight possibility
of obtaining suiliciently general solutions on the basis

of the assumptions that were used for the single
stringer structures.

Methods combining a desirable degree of accuracy “
tith a reasonable degree of generality d, ~ W _
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probability, be methods of successke approximation.
Attempts to de-relop such a method have thus far
faiIed beoause the convergence is prohibitively slow.
When such a method is found, it is not Iikely to be wry
rapid. Approximate methods developed in the interiml
such as the one to be presented in this paper, will
therefore retain their value by furnishing a very useful

.-

&at approximation.
The method presented herein was devised to answer

the urgent need for W.imating the effects of shear
deformation. It aims chiefly at rapidity and ease of
application, which are achie~ed at the eq?ense of intro-
ducing some empiricism. The experimental etidence
presented is believed to be sficient to prove that the
method depicts reasonably welI the influence of the
shear deformation on the stringer strwws.

31ETHOD OF ANALYSIS

It is customary to designate tensilestressesand forces
as positive. Figures, derivations, and formuIas pre-
sented herein dealj in general, with tension membem.
The only differences between tension members aud
compression raembem are quantitative differences in
the effective widths and in the tiective sheati s~- . ...___
neeseaof the sheet. In the case of beams, the side not
under consideration at the moment, i. e., the compres-
sion side in most of the discussion of this p~per, is

-.

assumed to be concentrated at the shear web (@s.
1 (b) tmd 2 (b)). in such a location that the effective
depth is not changed.
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The investigation of reference 1 was restricted to
symmetrical structures as indicated in figures 1 and 2.
The mme restriction will be made in the present paper,
and formulas and rmmerical data must he understood
to apply to the half structure unless otherwise specified.

In order to unify the terminology, the designations
and symbda used in reference 1 for beams are extended
in the present paper to axially loaded panels. (See
appendix A for a list of symbols.) The directly loaded
stringer of an axially loaded panel will therefore be
referred to as the “flange” (subscript F) and the other
st~ingers attached to the sheet as ‘ ‘longituclinals” or
“stringed’ (subscript L). This procedure is justified
because the mially loaded prmel may ba considered as
the cover of it box beam in pure bending under the
assumptions made.

It ia assumed in all cases that the longitudina-ls are
distributed unijorndy along the chord. It”is furthermore
a+wumed that camber is moderate, not exceeding the
amounts found, for instance, in wing beams. Finally, it
is assumed that the effectixe sheur sti$ness and the sheet
thicknes8 are constant along the chord.

GENERAL PRINCIPL~ OF METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The mathematics of the multiatringer beam with
variable cross section is too complex to admit of ready
solution. Broadly spenhg, two methods of procedure
may be used in such a case. One method would be ta
use approximate methods of solving the equations; the
other method would be to idealize and simplify the
physical concept of the structure until the mathematical
relations become manageable. The second method is
used in this paper.

The results obtained in reference 1 show that the
highest stresses occur fit the flange and that they
decrease from the ffnnge toward the center line of the
structure. The stress in the flange and the closely
related strrm in the longitudinal adjacent to the flange
are therefore of pmamount interest to the analyst.

In beams with cambered cover, which were not
treated in reference ], the highest stress in the longi-
tudinal may occur adjacent to the flange or it may
occur at the center line of the bcmm. When it occurs
at the center line, the stress there also becomes a
matter of concern to the analyst,

It is quite obvious that, in general, the most impor-
tant physical actions will take place around the flanges,
partly because the loads are applied there and partly
because the strwes reach a maximum there as long as
there is no violation of the basic requirement that the
camber be very moderate. Consequently, nny sim-
plification that may be made should affect as little as
possible the picture of the physical relations in the
immediate vicinity of the flanges.

In conformance with thk requirement; the simplifica-
tion necessary for obtaining a solution was achieved by
using a ctsubstitute structure” obtained b~ leaving tlw

jhn.ge (and shear web) intact but replacing the kmgitu-
diruds thut are actuully unijormly distributed over the
width oj the sheet by a single longitudinal equivalent to
tlwm as far as action on the jlange is concerned. This
substitution reduces the problem of the multistringm
structuie to that of the single-stringer structure, which
can be analyzed as shown in referenco 1. ThG met.hml
of substituting (temporarily) a simplified structuro for
the actual one corrwponds in part to tho method of
using “phantom members” in hwsscs.

The substitute structure is used only to calculato the
stresses in the part that it has in common with the
actual structure, namely, the flange and the skin ud-
jacent to the flange. After this object has been
attained, the substitute structure is discorded. The
stressesin the actual distributed longitudinnls are t.hwi
obtained by using the method clescrilxxi in rofercnco 1
for distributing “corrected forces.”

It is clear that, in any given case, at least ono cquiwt-
lent single longitudinal mists. }WMhcr or not there is
a general method for finding this equivalent longitu-
dinal, however, is a question thut could l.manswered
theoretically only if aIl the exact matl.wnlatiml solu-
tions were known. They me not Iino}vn, and the

method of finding the equivalent Ionbtitudimdis therc-
[ore essentially empirical and must IN justified by twits.
This requirement-is not such a serious drawback m it
may seem to be, because the basic simplifications used
mesuch that experimental verification is required in any
ment.

The method of &ding the equivalent single Iongitu-
iinal isasfollows: Remove from theshcot each individuui
!tringsr of cross-sectional mea A at a disttmcc y from
khe center line and attuch, at the center lino of the
}tructure, a substitute stringer with a cross-sectioml

irea

(I)

whore Cp is the stress in the actual st.ringerand CCLtho
3tress in the octual center-line stringer. The ratio
r#/ucLmay be considered m the ‘~effcctiveness” of the
dringer at y relative to the stringer at tho center line
v=O; the use of this factor in expression (1) tends to
counteract the loss of effectiveness caused by moving
the stringer from its original location to the center line.
The sum of the individual substitute stringcre attached
rit the center line constitutes the singlo cquivalen t
longitudinal

As the stresses Urand UCLare unknown at tho outset,
for a tit approximation, the ratio UJU=Lis obttiincd
from equation (17) of the constant-stress solution given
in reference 1. With the stresses thus computed, a
second approximation might be made. In all cases in-
vedigatid thus far, it was found that the second approx-
tiation agreed with the first one within the limits oi
~erimental accuracy. The use of the second approxi-
mation is therefore considered unncccsmry. (It must
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be borne in mind that the method of finding the equ”va-
lent longitudimd is essentidy empirical. Conse-
quently, there is no valid reason to believe that the
second approximation must be better thm the fist one.)

AXALYSIS OF AXIALLY LOADED PANEL

k an example of the analysis of m axially loaded
panel, the anaIyai.sof the compr=ion panel -withseven
stiffeners, described in reference 2, will be discussed in
detail. The pertinent data on this panel are gken in
figures 3 (a) and 3 (b).

Estimate of effective areas and of eiYective shear
stiffness.-The test restits are given in reference 2 for
2P=2,000, 4,000, and 6,000 pounds. The analysis will
be made for 2P=4,CK10 or P=2,000 pounds. It will
become apparent that the conditions at this load are
the same as for very smsU loads, so that the analysis
will be valid for any load between O and 4,000 pounds.

The mean stress in the panel (reference 2) is

2,000
uM= ~=2,860 lb./sq. in.

This stress is fairly close to the compressive buckling
stress of the sheet; the effective width of the sheet will
therefore be taken as eqmd to the actual width. The
effective stringer area for the flange is therefore

.4==0.180+2 XO.024=0.228 sq. in.

and for the sum of the other stringers

.4L=2.5X0.0S8+10 X0.024=0.460 sq. in.

The force at the bottom of the edge stringer k approxi-
mately

F,=2,860X0.228=652 lb.

leaving 1,348 pounds to be transmitted by shear in the
sheet to the other stringers. The average shear stress
in the sheet nest to the edge stringer is therefore

T=48:O:24= 1,170 Ib./sq. in.

The critical buckbng stress for 0.024-iich dural sheet,
4 inches wide and assumed simply supported, is, accord-
i~u to Tiioshe&o,

rti~4=l,730 lb./sq. in.

This value is so far above the actual stress that there is
no possibility of a diagonakmsion field forming and
reducing the shear stMness, so that GJE= 0.40 may be
taken.

Determination of substitute structure.-Figure 3 (c)
shows the cross section of the idealized structure

1S977W9-81

assumed for the amdysis. The stringer areas given on
this @me am effective mess that include the effective

. ....—

width of the sheet; the sheet is now aamuned to carry
only shear.

If there are at least two intermediate stringers be-
tween the center stringer and the flange, the calculation
of the substitute stringer may be simplified by using a
fornda derived on the assumption that there are in-
finitely many intermediate stringem; that is, on the
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FIGURE&-CompressionpsneIusedforsarnpIennr@k.

assumption that the area AL of the intermediate
string- is distributed uniformIy sIong the width b of
the sheet. The derivation of this forrmda,is as follows:
According to the constant-stress solution (reference 1,
equation (17))

~=cosh &g (2)

where

lGy=K,bxf

rind,in the case of a constant cross section,

&b=J $;: (3)

The area of an individual stringer is now

ti==~dy

and the area of the substitute stringer that rcpkes
it at the center line is, according to equRtion (l),

dzlm=+dy cosh Z@
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The total area of the substitute stringw located at the
center line is therefore

A.=+~ COSh K,I/dy=A._ (4)

In the case under consideration

KJ= d 2X0.46QX 12 =(),70G
o,024x4t?xo.40 .J.

so that

Au= O.460X-SO.500 sq. in.

Figure 3 (d) shows the cross section of the substitute
structure.

Analysis of substitute structure,-The substitute
structure of figure 3 (d) can be analyzed by applying the
formulas given in appendix B. By formula (A–I)

K,= OAOX0.024 1
(

1
12 0.228+~0 )

K=o.0715

r tAir1

FIamE 4.—FreOadydiagramfar&4cu1atingshearatresa.

For any station along the span, the stresses and forces
can now be calculated. For example, at the bottom of
the panel (z= O), by formula (A-3)

P
(

Au COSh Kx

“’=-. )1+2Gimz

2JO00 ( 0.500X1.00
‘0.228+0.500 1+0.228 XM.53 )

=3,134 Ib./sq. in.

With the computation of a~ the substitute struct~e has
served its purpose and is discarded. It is important
not to confuse it with the actuaI structure in any of the
following computations.

Calculation of stresses in longitudinals,-The total
force FLin the acturd longitudinal is

FL= P–F~=P– urAr

or, at z=O,

FL=2,000–3,134X0 .228= 1,286 lb.

This force is to be distributed ovti the longitudinals
by the method given in reference 1, equations (21) and

(22). ‘In order to appIy this method, compute tho
a~erage stress

FL 1,286
“’” -A. 0.460—2,800 lb./sq. in.

and the ratio
UL=, ~ 800
u= 3,134-0”894

With this ratio m abscissa, read from figure 18 of ref-
erence 1 (redrawn to a larger scak)

m=o,t305
and calculate

3,134
=—=2,(340 lb./sqo in.ff~=fi 1.188

For the other two stringers, which arc locriicd
at y= ~b and y= %b, tho stress will l.w, for stringer C,

U=UcLcosh Yy=2,640Xcosh 0.202=2,GW lb,/sq. in.

and, for stringer B,

u=2,640X cosh 0.404=2,860 lb.jsq, in.

The shear stress~ at tiny point in the sheet is ol)t~incd
most conveniently by considering the equilibrium of
an element Az cut out of the structure M im?imted in
figure 4, taking advantfigc of the fact that the shear
stress .is zero at the center line. The slmr strcse in
the first pmel next to the flange, which is tho mosL
important one for design purpose-s, will h obtained
autorrmticalIyas parL of the solution of tho sul)sti~uto
struc~ure if the numericrd trial-and-error method of
solution is used, or by using formula (A-2) from rlp-
pendix B in the case of a conshmt-section PWWI.

Panels with variable cross section.-ln tho cmo of a
panel with variable cross section, tho ~mnd is divided
into a con~’enient number of btiys as dcacribcd in
reference 1. For each bay, the cross-sectional area of
the substitute longitudimd is computed by using for-
mula (4). In the computation of IQ by formula (3),
the average vrdues in the bny are used for AL, fi, t, mu]
GJE. The length L is again [he total length of tk
paneI (not of the bay). The rmaIysie of tho sub-
stitute structure is mado by the triakmd-error method
described in reference 1. After this step, the proccduro
is identica~ with the procedure for conshmt+cction
panels,

ANALYSIS OF BEAMS WITH FIAT COVERS

The analysis of beams with flat covers is so closely
analogous to the analysis of rcxiallyloaded pnncls that
no detailed ~sample need be given. The substitutc
structure is found exactly as for an a..ially loaded
panel. The resulting beam with a single longitudinal
is analyzed by the trird-and-errormethod described in
reference 1, or by formulas if applicnhlo. Tho total
force.FLat any section can then be distributed over tbo
longitudinal as previously dcscribcd.
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ANALYSIS OF BEAMS WITH CAMBERED COVERS

The cambered beam with a single Iongitudimd.-’l%e
basic problem of the beam with a single longituchd and
a cambered cover was not treated in reference 1. It
wilInow be briefly discussed.

Figure 5 shows an element of length dx cut out of
the beam. With the help of this diagram, the funda-
mental equations of equilibrium can be written exactly
as in the case of the beam with a flat cover (reference
I, equations (3a) and (3b) ‘).

dF,=Sw&dSc (5a)

dFL=d~c (5b)

The equation that expresses the relation between
shear stress and longitudinal stresses is slightly more
complicated than in the case of a flat cover. The
ordinary bending theory may be taken to give the
limiting case of no. shear deformation. The deforma-
tions that determine the shear strain must therefore
be measured from the plane cross section of the engi-
neering bending theory as a reference base, resulting
in the equation

dr= –g,[(c.– m.p)—(CL—ru)]dx (5C)

w-here the subscript P denotes stresses obtained with
the engineering bending theory, -ivhich assumes phme
sections to remain plane.

These equations can be used to obtain numerica~
solutions by the trial-and-error method, using tite
dMerences A in p~ace of the differentials d. Appendix
B gives the anaIytical solution for tin-ocases that corre-
spond to the solutions ghen for a beam with a flat
cover in reference 1.

1In referemmI. equation(W iswrittenkMIWMY wfthatins S@ ti~d of di%.

‘.T===&

(b)

The cambered beam with many longitudinaIs.-In
the treatment of the cambered beam with many
Iongitudida shown in @e 6 (a), various degrees of ___ __
refiement are possible. The foIIowingmethod, devised

‘---w’%

@

b’

c

h“ t

b -1
FIGUREb.—l%+odg dfegnomandnotatfcmfcxsfngle-stiiuga&am withcambered

cover.

to utilize the method de-relopedfor atiallyloaded paneIs
and for beams with flat covers, is believed to be ade-
quate for practical purposes. Attention is calIed again
to the basic assumption stated previously, i. e., that
the camber is moderate.

The analysis is again divided into two steps: the
ctdctiation of the flange stresses ~Falong the span by
means of the substitute structure, end the subsequent
distribution of the force FL over the Iongitudinels at
any station.

The area of the substitute stringer is calculated by
equation (4), wing for b the developed width of the
ccrrersheet. The camber of the substitute beam may,
for practical purpox, be taken as cs=K c (fig. 6 (b)).

(c) 4

L.

Ah
F
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The distribution of the force FL cannot be made
directly by the method used for flat panels. In the
flat panel, the longitudinal stress is uniform alo~ the
chord in the limiting case of.iniinite shear stiffness; in
the case of tite shear stifhwss, the shear strain is
defined directly by the longitudinal strains. In the
cambered cover with infinite shear stiffness, the stress
varies along the chord according to the straight-line law
of the ordinary bending theory; in the cambered cover
with finite shear stiffness, the shear strains are defined
by the differences between the longitudinal strains and
the corresponding strains of the ordinary bending
theory as indicated by equation (5c).

These di.flerencesbetween the cambered and the flat
cover may be interpreted as arising from the fact that
the cambered cover has bending sti.flness of ita mvn
because it has a “beam depth” equal to ita camber.

.70:30-

.88:34.

..52:3

Q -p-~ ) ,

,58 :42. ,

/

.54;48.

/

.500
1.0 2.0 3.0

Yb

FIGURE7.-oraph for IU3tfonof lmnlfantfwcaon Wver.

In the single-stringer beam it was not diflicultto take
care of the effect of thisbending stifbss mathematically
by introducing the terms uFFand ODinto equation (5c).
In the multist]inger beam it is more convenient to
introduce a physical equivalent, namely, an atiary
system of longitudinal stresses distributed over the
cover in such a manner as to make the stress uniform
in the limiting case of infinite shear stiffnms. In figure
6 (c) the broken line shows the stresses given by the
ordinary bending theory, the full line shows the uni-
form stress, denoted by au, and the crow-hatched area
between the two lines indicates the auxiliary stresses
necessary to achieve the uniform stress distribution.
The magnitude of the uniform stress is determined by
the condition that, when the auxiliary stresses act on
the flange A4F and on the longitudinal AL, they must
not -change the bending moment acting at the section,
i. e., they must have zero moment about the assumed
centroidd line of the lower cover. The auxiliary
stresseswill be denoted by a second subscript A placed

after the first subscript, which ckmotw tho stringm or
flange where the stress is measured.

With the auxiliary stre9sos asaumcd mti~c, tho
method of finding the distribution of tho stresses along
the chord is amdogoua to the method uacd for Iltit
panels and will be shown in dotuil for a nmmwical
example, From the stresses thus calculated, tho
auxikmy stresses me subtracted to obtnin tho final
stressm.

One step not necessary in tha anulysis of M panels
is required for cambered covers. h intlcatwl in fiiuro
6 (d), it is necessary to locate the resultant force FL*
acting on the cover (excl~ive of the flnngo) when tho
actual and the ausilinry stresses aro acting. Tho
vertical location Ah of this redt ant dcterminos tho
effective depth of the bemn

h.=h.+Ah (6)

when the combined stressesare acting. The exact cal-
culation of Ah woukl require a very tedious intogmtiou
involving the stress distribution and the slmpe of tho
cover, which lms to be repented SOVCMI1tifncs for each
cross section with slightIy differing vnlucs of stress
distribution. For practical purposes, it will theroforo
be advisable to simplify the problem, although there
will be a slight 10SSin accuracy, by finding tho latcrnl
location ~Lof the resultant tmd by Msuming that Ah i9
determined by the intersection of the line y=yL cud
the straight line joining F nnd L, as indicated in figuro
6 (d). Under the assumption of InOd(?I’fi~e Carnk, YL

k giVSIl by

f: .*y &l

‘L=J” .* dA

where Y is the parameter introduced in rcfcrcnco 1,
equation (21), for the purpose of distributing strosscs
chordwise. The vfdue of ~L/b is plottod in figuro 7
against 3% for ready reference. With tho proposed
eimpIification, the value of Ah is then given by

Ah=c(l ‘#./b) (7)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE FOR ANALYSIS OF A
CAMBERED BEAM

Figure 8 (a) shows the cross section of the bcmn
assumed for the sample analysis. The root section will
be analyzed for a load P of 250 pounds acting at the tip;
the length L of the beam is 108 inches. It is assumed
that the effective width of the sheet hns been estimntml
and that the value AL=:0,85 sq, in. includes the effectivo
width.
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The next step is to estimate the efhctive shear
modtilus. If the presence of camber and of shear
deformation is neglected, the maximum shear stmsa in
the sheet will be given by formula (A-8) of appendix
B as

Pit. 250X0.85
‘=”==m=0.0115 X3 X1.65 =3,730 lb./sq. in.

The buckling shear st.rws of a long dural plate 0.0115
inch thick and 1.80 inches wide is

rti~i=1,960 lb./sq. in.

The mfium shear stress being only about twice the
criticil stres, the average shear stres9 is sufhciently
close to the critical to neglect diagonal-tension effects
on shear stiffness find to set Q.= G or QJE=O.40.

Equation (3) then gives

‘3b=d=RE=’0535
Inserting this value in equation (4) gives

ALS=O.85~5=0.892 sq in.

The cross section of the substitute beam is shown in
figure 8 (b). SinCe the substitute beam is of uniform
cross section, it can be solved analytictiy. Formula
(A-14) giVC!S

~=o.40xo.o115
9 (%+*)

K= O.0378 KL=4.08

Formula (A–12) then gives for z= 108 inch=

U~=4,830 lb./sq. in.

This computation completes the fkst step and the
substitute beam is discarded.

The next step is to calculate the streseesin the actual
beam by the ordina~ bending theory:

~7,()(y3xo.94
Urp= — 9.65 =2,630 lb./sq. in.

~7,000x2.94
rap= 9.65 =8,220 lb./sq. in.

Figure 8 (c) shows the chordwise distribution of the
stressesaccording to the ordinary bending theory as vreIl
as the auxilimy stresses. In crder i% ahow that the
audiary stresses indicated by @me 8 (c) fultlll the
requirements, a check on their total moment is made.

1,955X3 XO.80 = 4,690
837X3.4X0.189 = 538

_~81 X3.8X0.189 = —202
–1,399X4.2X0.189 =–1,111
—2,517X4.6X0.189 =—2,18S
–3,635X5.0X0.0945=–1,717

The moment is zero with a negligible error. The flange
sfmss used for mdcuhding the chordwise.stress distribu-
tion is therefore

CF*=CF+~FA=4,830+ 1,955= 6,785 lb./sq. ti.

The moment furnished by the flange is

il.L.*=6,785 XO.80X3.00= 16,280 irdb.

z-3a7

w

n
@)(c)

FIGUBE8.-CambfTedQ3wrMam fm samphimel@s.

T
i

G

The moment to be furnished by the cover longitudhaIs
is therefore

3L*=27,000- 16280=10,720 in.-lb.

Assuming he=3.77 inches, the force FL* becomes

FL*= 1~=2,840 lb..

The average stress is therefore

and the ratio

With this value
reference 1

=Lane=2j840~=3,345

“ 3345‘=SV— $ —
UF* 6,785 ‘.493

as abscissa, read from figure 18 of

1%=1.94
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and, with this value,

yL/b=O.613

from figure 7 so that

ti=2(l-0.613) =0.77 in.

o 2 4 6 8 JO
x./f

Pmnu 9.-SQe&sesh axfdlyloadedpanel(ex@mental date.fromreferenw2).

and
h,=3.00+0.77=3.77 in.

which agrees with the assumed value. If it- did not
agree, a new trkd would have to be made.

II

The-stress at the center line is given by

From this stress the actual stress is obtained by sut.)-
tracting the auxiliary stress

ucL*=l ,910— (—3,635) =5,545 ll@q, in.

Table L shows the calculation of tl.wstresses u* in thci
other stringem by the formula

UN*= ucL*COSh ~ry

and of the final stresses; figure S (d) shows grnphicfi]ly
the flmd stress distribution.

TABLE I

Siriuger I
Centi lfne__
l.–-.––_..-
2______
a_.-. __...
L....— -
Flange. ....... . t

BP Yu

0.0 0
.2 .am

.776
:: L 164

Lb&
l:: L%

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
AXIALLY LOADED PANELS

Experimental results for a panel loaded in comprcs-
aion are described in reference 2. This prmelwas shown
in figure 3 and served as a numerical example for the
proposed method of mdysia. The results of tl.m
analysis as well as the experimental resulta me shown
in figure 9.

GENERAL REMARES ON ANALYStS OF BEAM TESTS

In the analysis of beam tests, some ditliculty is met
in establishing the idealized section. It is” easy to
define locations for the longitudinals but fixing the
Iocation, and particulrdy the size, of the flanges pre-
sents difficulties, because part of the shear web must
be considered as furnishing a contribution to the
idealized flange.

IiI order twreduce arbitrminess to a minimum, the
fcdlowipg procedure was adopted for 011benm analyses.
Firat, the centroi~al axis m-d the geometric moment of
inertia of the croes section in question were computed.
If the sheet was considered to be only pmlly effectim
in carrying normal stresses, the proper cflectivo width
was used in these cornputntions. Next., the Iocations of
the idealized. ffanges were &scd. Ou thmt side of the
beam where the shem deformation was being calculated,
the flange was assumed to be in the phmo of the cover
shek On the other side, which was without cover
except k one case, the flange was assumed to be locntcd
at its estimated centroid. The cross-sectional areas of
the two idealized flunges (tension and compression) were
then computed from tlm conditions that the idcrdizcd
section must have the same centroidnl axis and the samo
moment of inertia as the netual section, For this
ideaEzed section, the analysis wus then mnde by using
the previously described methods.
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GE?4EEALEIEMARKS OX X. A. CLA. BEAM TESTS

The avaiIable published test data wsre not sufficient
for an adequate check of the theory developed. A
number of beams were.therefore tested by the N. A. C.
A. The first of these beams was discussed in reference

.zk~ I7 ST.,

Rivet

ml (c)

(a) Actualsectfon.
(3) Idedlrsd .w.iMon. (c) SuhstltutewXiOn.

FIGcrca10.-Crosssdlon c#N. A. C.A. Mm 2.

1; the folIowing ones, designated as N. A. C. A. beams
2, 3, and 4, will be discussed in this pa-per.

In all N. A. C. A. beams, measurements were made on
the tension side of the beam in order to eliminate

FIGUREU.-N. A. C. A. ban 2nndertat.

erroneous strain read&s caused by local buckling of the
stringers. Furthermo~e, flat stri~s could be &d for
stringers, making it poAble to take strain readings very
cIose to the sheet.

The load 2F’was increased from O to 500 pounds (ii
the &t series of tests) in steps of 50 pounds and

ecreased again in steps of 100 pounds. The slope of
le straight line through the test points was used to
etermine the stress at P=250 pounds, which will be
Iow-n in the later figures.
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Readings were taken across the entire section of the
beam and on both sides of the stringers. Each point
representing a flange stressin the figures is therefore the
average of two eIopesj and each point representing a
stringer stress ia the average of four slopes excepting
figures that show the stress distribution aIong the
entire chord.

A slight departure was made from the described
method of analysis in the case of N. A. C. A. beams 2
and 3, The uniform distribution of A. along the chord

FIGUEE18.4roas LWA1OIIof Oalcft Mama. aj upm mp angle. Araa=O.W4W. h
b, beamweb. t-O.051In. G 10T4wCWIturde. hea-O.2Zl W. In. d, stiflmer
angk Area-O.044sq. fn. e, attachfrrgtirfp. --0.092 Q. hr. f, om’erehwt.
f,-o.fi% In.;h-cr.oxlhr.

is not very well approximated in those beams, AL con-
sisting of only two stringer8. Consequently, equation
(4) WflS not used. The two stringers constituting AL
were treated individually on the basis of equations (1)
to (3). This departure also accounts for the fact that,
for beam 3, the substitute camber is not taken as one-
half the actual camber, as recommended for prs,ctical
ca.sm with many stringers. For comparison with the

experimental flange stresses, the stresses calculated for
the idealized flangw of the ?S. A. C!. A. beams wero
corrected to the outside fiber stresseson tho assumption
that plane sections remain plane. For the purpose of
calcukding the shear deformation, tbo width of the
sheet was taken between rivet rows for N. A. C. A.
beams 2 and 3.

TMTS ON BEAMS WITH FLAT COVERS

N. A. C. A. beam 2.—N. A. C. A. beam 2 was sin~ilar
in design to beam 1 described in reference 1. Tim
cross sections of the beam me shown in figuro 10. Tho
bulkheads, not shown in this figure, were eimilar to
those on beam 1 and were spaced to make the bays
about square. The length L of the beam was 10S
inches. Figure 11 shows the beam under test ntd
figure 12 shows the results of the tests and of the
calculations.

Galcit test beams,—l?igure 13 shows the cross section
of a type of beam tested at the California Instituto of
Technology (reference 3) under a puro bending moment.
Figure 14 (a) shows the experimontd and calculated
remits for the beam with t=0,025 inch and figure 14 (b)
shows the results for the beam with i= O,OiiOinch.

Sdmadel’s ship modeL-Figure 15 shows tho cross
section and the side view of a ship model tested by
Schnadel (reference 4). The model was built of steel.
Measurements were taken only on the ouhido of the
compression cover (corresponding to the deck of tho
vessel) over one quadrant of the beam. Figure 1C
shows the experimental remdts and the resultscrdculatwl
by the method presented in this paper.
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TESTS ON BEAMS WITH CAMBERED COVER

N. A, C. L beam 3,—Figure 17 shows the cross sec-
tions of a cambered beam obtained by inserting cam-
bered bulkheads intu N. A. C. A. beam 2. Figure 18

(a)

(a) Cram sect!on. 0$ Laadblg disgssn.

FIGCM 16—CMSSsdion andgeneraldiagrsmof S&uadsl’ssh!pmodsl. Dimsm
sfonsarefncmmdloadsfnkg.

shows the beam under test. F~e 19 is a tiw of the
inside of the beam, showing intermediate bulkheads
that were added for testsat high loads to reduce sagging
of the stringers between the main bulkheads. This
sagging is proportional to the square of the stresses
and consequently may become important at high

S)imklrr

stations for three different loads. Two facts are evident
from an inspection of this figure: The dif&ences be-
tween the actual stressesand the streses of the ordinary
bending theory increase as the root is approached and

I

I &
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,IL=0.803
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(n) ActmI SSCttOtl.
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FIGURI 17.-Cms ssctioncdN. A. 0. A. besm8.

aIso as the load increases, beoause the shearing stifh~
decreases with increase in load.

IT. A. C A. beam 4.—N. A. C. A. beam 4 was tapered
in phn form, in depth, and in stringer area asrshown in
figure 22. I@re 23 shows the calculated and experi-
mental stresses in the flange. The experimental
stressesshown in this figure are based on measurements
taken on the outside of the flange but are corrected to
the top edge of the web.

Cblcdated
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FIGURE16.-Stres dlstr!bntfon In Schnadel’ssldpmodsl (sx@mentaI datakom rekenss 4).

stresses, but it requires attention ody in the case of Figure 24 shows the ahordwise stress distribution at
shrdlow beams. Figure 20 shows experimental and the station x=91.4 inches. The experimental stresses
calculated stresses in this beam at p=250 pounds. shown are not the stresses measured on each stringer

A shorter series of measurements was made on beam 3 but are weighted averages of the stresses measured on
at higher loads. Figure 21 shows the stresses at four each stringer and on the skin adjacent to the stringer on

1S977S-22--32
. ..—
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each side. It wai found that the skin stresses were
consistently higher t~rm the stringer stresse~;near the
root the difference was as much as 20 percent, but the
difkence decreased (roughIy proportiomdly) with
distance from the root. Since the ratio of stringer area
to sheet area was more than 4:1, the weight%daverage

FIGUEE18.—N.A. O. A. bean S-view of olmd sida

str~ never diflered by more than 5 percent from the
stringer stress proper.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

CX3MPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED METHODZOF ANALYSIS AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The agreement between experiment and calculation is

good for the axially loaded panel (fig. 9). For N. A.

Fmwm M-N. & O. A. beam8-ViOW Of qwn side.

C. A. beams 2 and 3, the agreement is good except for
the root regipn of the center stringer in beam 3 (figs. 12
and 20).

For N. A. C?.A. beam 4, the agreement is reasonably
good for the flange stresses (&. 23). For the stringer
stresses, which are shown only for the root station in
@ure 24, the agreemti-t may be considered fair, if the
differences betwe~ the two test series and the differ-

ences between striuger stresses and skin stresses, pre-
viously mentioned, are considered.

For the GaIcit beams, the agreement is somewhat
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poor for the beam with”the thin cover (fig. 14 (a)) but is
quite good for the beam with the thick cover (fig. 14
(b)).

For Schnadel’s ship model, the agreement& fair at
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some stations and very poor at others. Study of the
test report shows that the accuracy of the tw.t was, for
a number of reasons, far below the accwxmy of all
other tests aniiyzed in the present paper. This con-
chsion is borne out by inspection of the results in
figure 16. h’ote, for instance, at station 2 and particu-
larly at station 3, that all experimental stresses am

beams under load shows.that the spanwise variation in
the condition of the sheet is indeed small; it should be
borne in mind that relatively Iarge variations in shear
stihess influence the stringer stresses but little, as
shown in reference 1. The chordwise variation, how-
e~er, is marked, the outer pane~sbeing buckIed whiIe
the inner panels are not. This varia%n vras taken .-

in) s.=I@3-5in. (b) Z=97.6k (c) Z-67.5in- (d) z-59.6 in.

FIGGEE21.-Chordwk@strm distributionInN. A. CLL km 3at fourstafionsforF’=’ZQ m md i30lb.

McIIshownforP=2S0 WI ilMlwinds.

considerably higher than the calculated ones; hence
the summation of the internal moments would be much
larger than the external momenL The test -was in-
cluded in the rumlysisbecause it is the only available
complete test on the biting case where stringers and
sheet are merged into a single unit., a plate.

In aII beam analyses made for the present paper,
over-ill average values of effective shear stiflnes were
used. A glance at the photographs of the N. A. C. A.

.

into account approsimately by using a weighted average
vahe of G,, and this procedure may be responsible for
some of the discrepancies between test and m-dculation.
Theoretically, it might be possible to take this variation
rnto account more exactly, but there appears to be
little justification to do so -whenthe proposed simplified
method of analysis is used.. ~ practical design, Irmge
chordwise variations of shear stithss should be
avoided by using heavier skin near the flanges. . .
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If the fm--ieaching simplifications involved in the
theory are considered as welI as the difficulties of strain-
gage testing of sheet-metal structures, the aggement
between experiments and analysis is, on the whole,

fairly satisfactory. Although the analysis does not
give a perfect picture of details, it does appear to give
a substantially correct picture for the stresses most
important in design work.

To persons unacquainted with strain-gage testing,
the discrepancies between tests and calculations might
appear to be rather large. It shotid be pointm! out,
however, that strain-gage tests of conventional type9
of structures, such as trusses and plate girdem, fre-
quently show discrepancies fully as large or larger.
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FIGUREX&-CrassasrtIonsof N. A. C. A. beam4.

COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND
YOUNGER’S 8OLUTION

—

The proposed method of analysis is breed on the
same simplified physical concepts m Younger’s method
(reference 1). Younger’s solution is mathematically
more rigorous, but it applies only to a beam of constamt
section with a cosine-wave bending moment. For
practical shapes of bending-moment curves, it is neces-
sary to superpose a number of cosine terms.

Comparisons for the case o~ a concentrated load ap-
plied at the tip show that the substitute-structure
method of analysis gives flange stressesat the root that
are as much as 15 percent higher than the stresses cal-
culated by superposing four cosine terms. Judging by
the magnitude of successive’terms, four were considered
a sufficient number ta give the desired accuracy. The

stresses in the longitudinals given by the substitutc-
structure method are correspondingly lower than those
given by Younger’s formula. Comparison with crqMri-
ments for two cases (figs. 9 and 12) shows that Younger’s
extended formula is in very much poorer agrccmeut
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with the experiments than the subst.ituto-structuro
method, This fact is somewhat surprising, and tho
question arisesas to what might be the possiblo rcasms
for the poor agreement. - -

If a diagonal-tension fieId forms on tho sheet, t.ho
shear between flange and longitudinrds will not bo

‘“”~ ‘-‘

String&

FIGURE 24.-Strews9at firstsklfOnin N. A. C. A. beam 4,

hnsmitted at right angles to the nxis of the beam but,
theoretically, at 45° angles. The theory may therefore
be expected to give reasonably accurata results ouly if
the bending moment does not change too much over I-L
3pmmise distance equal to the width of the bcrtm.
Obviously, this condition is not fulfilled by tlm higher
mine terms after the find one, so that their physicrd
~ificance may be seriously questioned.
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The etidence presented by the axially loaded panel
(fig. 9), which did not buckle appreciably at P=1,000
pounds, appears to indicate that even for a shear-resist-
ant panel the superposition of cosine terms does not al-
ways @da sufEcientlyCIOSSapproximation to the phys-
ical facts. If this defect always exists.,then any method
based on the same fundamental physical concepts and
relying on trigonometric series vztllbe unrehble.

It might be mentioned in passing that the theoreti-
cal treatment given by Schnadel in reference 4 and in
several other papers is of little interest for aeronautical
structures, because it applies otiy to an isotropic plate
where the shear stiness is tied by the theoretical
relation —

The resuh therefore contain no provision to take into
ticcount reduced values of t?, or plates stiffened by
stringem

THE LNFLUEtXCEOF RIBS

Ribs or bulkheads influence the stresses in the beam
corer in t-ivoways. By virtue of their axkd stiffness,
they help to carry transverse stresses in the ccmer.
This function is unimportant if the sheet does not
buclde into a diagonal-tension field, but it is, of course,
of paramount importance if Q diagonal-tension fleld
forms. Because the rib flanges have bending stitlness
in the plane of the cover, they also tend to reduce the
shear deformation. It was pointed out in reference 1
that this effect can be caIcnlated for a single-stringer
beam and it was stated that in pract.hd cases the effect
is ~ery amaIL This conchsion, drawn horn the calcula-
tions, has been confirmed by tests of N. A. C. A. beam 2.
It should be noted, of course, that these remarks apply
only if the basic requirement of very moderate camber
is fulfilled.

N. A. C. A. beam 2 was tested fit with all longitu-
dhals sliding freely over the ribs and held against the
ribs only by their own tension. A second strain survey
was then made of the beam after connecting the longi-
tudinal with the ribs by taper pim. The ribs were
very heavy steel channels, as shown on the drawings
and photographs, but their only effect was to smooth
out a few minor irregularities in the stress-distribution
plots. An extremely heavy tip rib was then added;
this rib reduced the stress in the flange about 6 percent.
CaIcuIation indicated, however, that an equivalent
amount of material used to thicken the skin would have
resuked in increasing the skin thickness by about 500
percent over the entire span and would have reduced
the stress in the flange by about 33 pereent.

A brief inspection of figure 25 is suf%cientto show why
the rib is quite ineffective. F~e 25 (a) shows the tip
rib acted upon by the longitudinal. In @.re 25 (b) it
was assumed that the material contained in the tip rib
is spread out some distance along the span. It is obvi-
ous that this change resuhs in a much st.it& cross beam.

All tests of N. A. C. A. beam 3 were made without
commotions between Iongitudinals and ribs. On N. A.
C. A. beam 4, which had bulkheads of norrmd size, the
longitudimds were riveted to the bulkhead flange.

THE EFFECTIVE SHEAR MODLTLW3

The eflective shear modtius of a thin sheet framed

by rigid edge members is equal to the shear moduk of

the material as long as the shear stress is lower than the

critical or buckling stress. E the stress is increased be-

yond this value, diagonal-tension folds begin to form

and grow. The effective shear modulus gradually de-

creases, approaching asymptotically the value I%=

% ~. The nature of this transition wcs investigated

experimenta~y by Lahde and Wagner (reference 5).
In practical structures, the edge membem are not

rigid; they have a finite axial stiffness and a &ite
bending stMness. The influence of these stifh-=
has been treated analytimdIy by Wagner in his original
theory for the case of a ftiy developed diagonal-tension
fieId. The influence of edge members with fite stiff-
ness on”the characteristics of a thin sheet in the trsnsi-

1
:[
.1

(b] ‘

Fmmw 25.

tion zone between shear-resistant sheet and diagonal-
tension field has not been investigated to date. Atkin
offers a method of estimating the characteristics of a
diagonal-tension beam by making tests on square panels
(reference 6). Although thie idea is fundamentally
sound, Atkin’s analysis is open to Q serious objeetion.
He cIaims that the deflection 6of a test panel can always
be represented as a straight-line function of the load
PYand he sets

8=kP

which means, in efkot, that Atkin’s method takm into
account onIy the tite stifhss of the edge membem.
It disregards the gradual transition from G.= G to
G~=%Q in a rigidly framed sheet. In many practical
cases, where the critical stressis not exceeded more than
three or four times, the second factor is probably far
more important than the bt.

The tests described in references 2 and 3 were evalu-
ated by their authors to give values of effeotive shear
stiflneas. These analysw have been questioned in a
later paper (reference 7), chiefly because the values
obtained were much lower than the theoretical valu~ for
the pure diagonal-teneion field with rigid edge members.
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A critical examination shows that in all these analyses
the. shear stifhms has been obtained by taking the
differences of aIopes of two experimental curves. This
method is extremely sensitive to slight experimental
errors. Unfortunately, experimental errors in strain-
gage tests of shee~metal s~ctures arg quite large, and
the stressw are, furthermore, qtite inseneiti~e to
changes in shear stifTnea9. The resultsoMained by such
wslope method are therefore,~ery questionable, and in
some cases it is possible to change the calculated values
of the shearing stitlness seyeral hundred percent by
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varying, for instance, the eflective width. within its
possible limits.

In view of these circumstance, it appears more
advisable to analyze the tests in such a manner tlmt
over-all average vahes for the. shear stiilness are ob-
tained by utilizing the ordinates of experimental curves
instead of the slopes of these curves. The. procedure
would be to calcukte the stresses under several assumpt-
ions for the shear stiflness and to find the stress curve
that gives the best agreement with the test results.
SeveraI examples of such a procedure are given@ refer-
ence 1.

The high-load testa of N. A. C?. A. beam 3 were
anaIyzed in a similar manner. Unfortunately, the
limited number of strain gages necessitated repeat load-

ings; during these repent tests, changes occurred in
parts of the bemn that prevented a definito amdysis. IL
was estimated that, atiP=900 pounds, tho cffectivo
shear modulus was G,= O.6Q,but no definite Mimnto
coulcLbe made for higher loads. The trouble mny lmve
been partly thut the flange was no longer .ol.wying
Hooke’s law at the gage station, tho stress being over
30,000.-pounds per square inch.

It should be noted that the effcctivc modulus was
well below the theoretical value G.= %G for rigid edge
members, in spite of tho fuct that the cdgo nmnbcrs
were much sti.fTerthan they would bo in actutilconstruc-
tion and that tension was superimposed on the shear in
the skin.

The opinion is occasicmrdly hmrd thtit tho shear
modulus of corrugatcd sheet is appreciably lCSSthan
that of flat sheet. Thcro tippeara h bo no published
information to support such tin opinion. The analysis
of torque tests of box bcama with corrugated cowm
(reference t?) loads to the conchsion thrtt up “to shcur
stress= of around 3,000 pounds pm squnrc inch tho
shear modulus of corrugated sk!tI is cqmd to the
modulus of the.mate~al. Small dcvintions of 5 to 10
percent, which occur in such tests, can probuIJy lm
attributed to inefficiency of tho joints in tho built-up
boxes becrmse they have L)ccnfound in practically rill
torque tests. Ebner, who htis an mccptionally broml
background of experience in teshxl shw.swl-skin shwc-
tures, states in reference 9 that t.ho sheer st.~ncss of
corrugated sheet renmins unchangwl up to tho point of
faiIure. It is necessary, of COUW, to mako prolm
allowance for the difference between dcrdopcd width
and projected width of a corrugated pnncl when com-
puting shear deformations.

APPLICATION OF THEORY TO FUSELAGES

The theory in this paper was developed for tho m-
pr~. purpose of furnishing means for annlyzing wing
beams or other beams with very modemte comber. lt
is of interest, of course, to gain somo ichmof how well
the theory applies ta beams with lingo camber, such as
fuselages. A fuselage test that came to the attention of
the author after the investigation was fmishcd will
therefore be included.

The details of the test-may be found in refercnco 10.
The most important data are given in figure 26. Tho
shell represents a fusehtgo with symmetrical cut+uts,
and the bending moment is introduced in the form of
concentrated forces at the Iongcrons. Between fmmc a
and the end, the shell was fixed to a test jig by u lNMVY
steeL.tig.

TIM part of the shell between tho lougerons and the
neutral axis was considered M “shcwr web” and the
remainder as %wer.” The analysis was made by
formula (A-16). Local corrections to the computed
stresseswere made between frames e and g, bccauso tha
sheet. thickness was 0.08 centimeter between e and
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f, and ().1() centimeter betmeen f and g resulting, to-

gether m=ith the cut-out, in some changes in effecti~e

areas in this region.

The only variation from the standard procedure out-

Iined in this priper wcs the use of a somew-hat more

rational method of determining cs than simply assum-

ing cs=*. The substitute camber Was determined

by the condition.

Fmmes

FIGCEE27.-Exp?rimentalandMmIated S&KSdistributioniu fm&agEwith slm-
U~@J cut-3ut9(erbmrimentddatafromrefemnw10).

That is, if the longitudinds are concentrated at the z
location deked by c=, the moment of inertia must be
the same M in the actual section.

F~re 27 shows the experimental and the calculated
results.

CONCLUDING REIWARKS

Large shear deformations are probably always ac-
companied by loss of structural efficiency; efficient
design therefore calls for utilization of all wraflable
means for reducing the shear deformation. In a com-
bination consisting of skin stiflened by individual
stringers, the stringers furnish no contribution to the
shear stifhess. In a combination of flat skin with
corrugated skin, however, dl the material carries longi-
tudinal strwses as WCIIas shear@ stresses; such a

combination probably represents, therefore, a close
approach to the best possible efficiency from consider-
ations of uniform stress distribution. It must be
remembered, too} that the shear stiilness of flat sheet
is very adveme]y affected if it is thin enough to buckle
into diagonid-tension folds, a condition that does not
deveIop in corrugated sheet.

For sheet with individual stringers, experimental
studies on individual panels have usually led to the
conchsion that. the best efbiency is obtained by mak-
ing the skin as thin as possible, consistent with pradiml
considerations. If the shear deformation in the actual
structure is taken into account, it becomes etident that
this conclusion will often require serious modification.
It might be worth while in some cases to in~estiggte the
effect of thickening the skin near the W@ tip, where the
shear deformations me largest and therefore easiest to
decrease. It might be pointed out that, once an ade-
quate tip rib is provided, shear defornmtion can be
reduced more efEcientlyby increasing the skin thickness,
especially near the tip, than by attempting to increase
the (horizontal) bending stifhmss of the tip rib.

A fiil word of warning should be giren. A method
of stress analysis such as the method described in this
pnper deals only with the stress distribution before
failure occurs. If the masimum stress for a given load
is varied by changing the design of the structure, then
the failing stresses may change, too, so that the maxi-
mum stress is not the soIe criterion for the efficiency of
the structure. For example, if the skin is made very
heavy with relation to the stringers, then buckling of
the skin may induce premature failure of the stringem.
Thus far, no mathematical analysis of this problem has
been published; test results must be used. The subject
of allowable stresses is beyond the scope of this paper,
but is mentioned herein M a warn@ against drawing
hasty conclusions.

L.LNGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL L.+ BOEATORY,

hTATION~ ~DVISORS CoM3rrrTEE Fort &EONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, Y-L, April 20, 1998.



APPENDIXA

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A, cross-sectional area (sq. in.).
E, Young’s modulus (lb./sq. in.).
F, internal force (lb.).
G, shear modulus (lb./sq. in.).
I, geometric moment of inertia.
K, constant.
L, length of panel or beam (in.).
11, bending moment (ii. -lb.).
~, external load (lb.).
S, shear force (lb.).
b, half-width of beam or panel (in.).
c, camber of cover (in.).
h, depth of beam (in.).
t, thickness of cover sheet (in.).
w, running load (lb,~in.).
z, distance along center line.
y, distance from center line.
z, distance from centroidal axis of cro~ section.

486.

u, direct (normal) stress (lb./sq. in.).
r, shear stress (lb./sq. in.).
*, denotes condition where actual and auxiliary

stresses are superposed.
Subscripts have the following significance:
A, auxiliary.
C, cover sheet.
CL; center line.
F’, flange.
L, longitudinal.
P, theoretical values assuming thnt phmc sections

remain plane.
S, substitute.
T, tutal.
V, uniform.
W, shear web.
u, applied.
e, effective.
O, root section.

—



APPENDIXB

ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR STRUCTURES
SINGLE LONGITUDINAL

GENEEAL EEMABKS

The sign conventions of reference 1 are

WITH A

retained.
Stresses in stringers are positive when tensse. Shear
stresses in the cover sheet are positive when caused by
positive stresses in the flange J’. Shear stresses in the
shear web are positive when causing positive str-es in
the flange F.

The iigures show, fit, the half structures and, sec-
ond, the two poazible cases of making symmetrical
structures out of these half structures. The fornndas
should be applied only to such symmetrical structures.
Theoretically, the formulas elm apply to the half struc-
tures if the forces T are applied at the stiff transverse
member at the tip. This procedure wouId involve the
assumption that the stringers were infinitely SW in
bending; it is there~orebelfeved that the application of
the formulas to the half structures might easiIy lead to
very serious errors.

Some of the formulas have aIready been given in ref-
erence 1. They are repeated here for con~enience and
are titten in a slightly difierent form to bring out more
clearly the correction factor that must be applied to the

b
P

r

.4--- ‘.4

b-
X

. .

7..$,Z7z.....m??!!,,ti’.... ...., ~. .

.

m, ....?
(a) (b) (c)

FIQUEE2$.

ordinary bending theory in order to take shear defor-
mation into account. When the shear stifbeas ap-
proach= infinity, this correction factor approaches zero.

I—THE AXIALLY LOADED PANKL

(a) The longitudinal built in at the root (fig. 28).—
For the case of an atialIy loaded panel with the longi-

wdimd built in at the root, the folIowing formulas are
}btained:
A

L
P T

&- 1AL
L

1

u-
!0‘u 4.

0

md

A,= Ar+AL

Then
P Q, sinh Kx

‘=& Z/Z ZRKZZ

(A-1)

D
(:)

(.4-2)

P
(

AL cosh Kx
“’=x. )l+Z-~ (A-3)

P“
(

cosh Kz
uL=_& 1 ‘~

)
(ii+)

(b) The longitudinal not built in at the root (fig.
29),—The easiest way to treat the case of the longi-
tudinal not built in at the root is.to take advantage of
the symmetry of the structure. When the origin is
taken at the middle of the length L, thk case is reduced
to case I (a).

IkTHE BJM%IWITH PLAT COVZB

The formulas for the beam with flat cover apply to
two cases: beams in which the depth h is constant along
the span, if a concentrated load P is applied at the tip; _
md beams in which the depth h tapers linearly to zero
~t the tip, if the loading w per foot run is uniform along
the span. In the case of uniform loading, wL12h0 is
substituted for P/h in the formulas for shear stress.

487
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(a) The longitudinal built in at the root (fig, tlO),–

P
( )

Cosh %
‘r= A= l–C~

()

(A-5)
tfi 1+-&

FIGURES0.

( AL sinh Kz‘1’ 1+Z
“’=mT I&zcosh K J

(A-o)

M%
(k

sinh Ilk
c.=== 1–

)x Cosh KL
(A-7)

where K has the same meaning as in (A-I).
(b) The longitudinal not built in at the root,—The

case of a beam with flat cover and the longitudinal not
built in at the root is of interest as a limiting case for
wings where the skin is not continuous, for example, at
the wing-fuselage joint.

( KL CC&Kx
‘=~, 1– sinh KL )

- (A-8)

(A-1o)

III-THE BEAM WITH CAMBERED COVER

AS in the case of the beam with flat cover, the formu-
lRSfor the beam with cambered cover me vaIid for two
cases: for a concentrated load P applied at the tip, if
ii and c are oomtant; and for a uniformly distributed
load w per foot run, if A and c taper linearly to mro at
the tip. For the tapered beam, wLj2 is substituted for
P, and zL and I me taken at the root station in the
formula for shear stress only.

J----l

(a) The longitudinal built in at the root (fig, 31),–

In these equations, 1 is thg geonmtric moment of inertia,
ZLk the dktance of the longitudlnti] from the ot?ntroidal
ask, an”d K is defined by

(A-14)

(b) The longitudinal not built in at the root. --Tllc
formuk for the case of the longitudimd not built in nt
the root mny be obtained by ckmging tlm f~~cturs ill
parentheses in analogy with cases II (a) and 11 (b).

IV—THE BEAM ‘WITH CAMBERED COVER IN “PURE BEN INNG”

The formulas for the case shown in figure 32 (a] arc:

~= iw%riu;+%) “i-f”

“’=W+%2E*1 ‘A-’”

(b) (c)

FIGUrtE31,

where K is defined by

()Ii?=g ;;+& (A-17)

.
“A

(a) (b)

FIGURE.32
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It should be noted that there is shear in the shear web,
because the shear in the ocmersheet has a component in
the z direction. For this reason, the cambered cover
cannot be wed alone as an axially loaded paneI unless
provisions me made to absorb this lateral force, for
instance, by making the panel symmetrical as in figure
32 (b).
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